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A B S T R A C T

In the framework of the Finite Element Method, zero-thickness interface elements have been widely used to
model fracturing processes in quasi-brittle materials in a broad variety of problems. In particular, interface
elements equipped with elastoplastic constitutive laws that account for the softening of the material strength
parameters due to the fracturing mechanical work has been proved to accurately reproduce observed fracture
propagation behaviour in concrete. Along this line, this paper presents the extension of an existing constitutive
law of this kind to include the effect of chemical degradation of the material in the formation of fractures. The
law is defined in terms of the normal and shear stresses on the average plane of the crack and the corresponding
normal and shear relative displacements. A hyperbolic cracking (plastification) surface in the stress state
determines the crack initiation. The softening of the cracking surface is governed by two history variables:
an internal variable that accounts for the dissipated fracturing (plastic) work, and an external variable to be
provided by a chemical degradation model that accounts for the effect of chemical degradation on the strength
parameters. After a detailed discussion of the formulation, the main characteristics of the proposed law are
illustrated with a number of academic examples for different combinations of mechanical loading and chemical
degradation sequences. The model is finally validated against experimental results from the literature consisting
of three-point bending tests performed on mortar samples previously exposed to an aggressive solution for
different time periods.
1. Introduction

In the numerical analysis of mechanical problems using the Finite
Element Method (FEM), it is often convenient to use zero-thickness
interface elements to adequately represent cracking. These elements
are introduced in between and connected with conventional continuum
elements, in order to represent the displacement jumps occurring in a
fracture, by using constitutive laws formulated in terms of the normal
and tangential components of the stress and the relative displacements
between the two faces of the interface element.

Zero-thickness interface elements were originally introduced in the
late 1960s and early 1970s, motivated by the need to model disconti-
nuities in rock masses. Based on the proposal by Goodman et al. (1968)
and the subsequent improvements in later works (e.g. Ghaboussi et al.,
1973; Desai et al., 1984; Gens et al., 1988), the formulation of interface
elements has been widely implemented in Finite Element codes and has
been applied to many practical problems. For instance, this modelling
approach has been used for modelling delamination in composite ma-
terials (Chen et al., 1999; Alfano and Crisfield, 2001; Parrinello et al.,
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2016), the behaviour of soil–structure interfaces (D’Aguiar et al., 2011;
Cerfontaine et al., 2015), the dessication cracking of soils (Manzoli
et al., 2018; Gui et al., 2018; Pouya et al., 2019), the stability of
rock masses (Gens et al., 1988), hydraulic fracturing (Carrier and
Granet, 2012; Nguyen et al., 2017; Li et al., 2017; Rueda-Cordero et al.,
2019), sanding in hydrocarbon production (Garolera et al., 2019), and
fracturing processes in masonry (Lotfi and Shing, 1994; Koutromanos
and Shing, 2012; Lourenço, 1996) and concrete (Stankowski et al.,
1993a,b; López et al., 2008a,b; Etse et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2020),
among other engineering problems.

A fundamental aspect of the formulation of interface elements is
the constitutive law, since it characterises the opening/sliding criterion
and the subsequent evolution of stresses and relative displacements.
For the particular case of quasi-brittle geo-materials, many constitu-
tive laws are based on the Fictitious Crack Model (FCM) proposed
by Hillerborg et al. (1976), which introduced a non-linear alterna-
tive theory to the classic Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics to model
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the initiation and propagation of cracks. Based on contributions from
previous works (Dugdale, 1960; Barenblatt, 1962), the FCM assumes
that the physical processes that develop in the fracture process zone,
which range from microcracking to the complete formation of the
crack, are concentrated along a fictitious line with zero thickness.
This approach, initially limited to fractures in Mode I (pure tensile
fractures), has later been extended to account for coupled effects of nor-
mal/shear loading. Those conceptual models have led to constitutive
laws developed within the theoretical framework of damage (Camacho
and Ortiz, 1996; Willam et al., 2004), plasticity (Stankowski et al.,
1993a; Lotfi and Shing, 1994; Carol et al., 1997; Oliveira and Lourenço,
2004; Puntel et al., 2006; Jacobsen et al., 2013) or a combination of
damage and plasticity/friction (Jefferson, 2002; Spada et al., 2009;
Alfano et al., 2006). This varied set of laws have made it possible to
represent different aspects of the mechanical constitutive behaviour of
the interfaces and fractures in quasi-brittle materials.

In particular, the elasto-plastic constitutive law proposed by Carol
et al. (1997, 2001) has been successfully used by the group of Ma-
terial Mechanics (MECMAT) of the Technical University of Catalonia
(UPC) for modelling fracturing processes in concrete at the meso-scale
under different 2D/3D mechanical loading conditions (López et al.,
2008a,b; Caballero et al., 2006). In this meso-mechanical model, the
coarser aggregate fraction is explicitly represented as embedded in a
mortar matrix. The interface elements are introduced a priori along
all the contact surfaces between mortar and aggregate continuum
elements, and in between some selected mortar–mortar contacts in
order to provide sufficient potential cracking paths. This model was
later extended to a coupled formulation to consider cracking processes
in concrete driven by diffusion processes (Idiart et al., 2011b; Pérez
et al., 2013). In Idiart et al. (2011b) the meso-mechanical model was
coupled with a moisture diffusion model to simulate cracking due to
drying shrinkage of the mortar matrix. The effect of cracking on the
diffusion process was explicitly considered by modelling the localised
flux along fractures represented by open interface elements using the
formulation proposed in Segura and Carol (2004). The differential
volume changes that lead to cracking result from imposing volumetric
shrinkage to the continuum mortar elements as a function of the
relative humidity level. A similar implementation was used in Pérez
et al. (2013) to model concrete spalling due to exposure to high
temperature, where the diffusion of heat and the differential thermal
expansion of the continuum elements representing the mortar matrix
and the aggregates are responsible for concrete cracking. In Idiart
et al. (2011a), the diffusion model was further developed to simu-
late the diffusion of aqueous sulfate species from an external source
into a concrete specimen and their reaction with the cement paste
to form ettringite. The formation of secondary ettringite leads to the
expansion of the continuum elements representing the mortar matrix
and the consequent cracking of the interface elements. In turn, open
cracks constitute preferential paths for the ingress of sulfate species
accelerating the degradation process. In this model, chemical reactions
were only allowed in the continuum elements representing mortar,
i.e. the formation of ettringite inside open cracks was not allowed. This
restriction was recently overcome in the diffusion–reaction formulation
for interface elements proposed in Liaudat et al. (2020) for simulating
concrete cracking due to the Alkali-Silica Reaction (ASR). In this model,
the expansive ASR products are formed within the interface elements
representing mortar-aggregate contacts and pre-existing fractures in
the aggregates. To reproduce the resulting chemo-mechanical coupling,
the original constitutive law (Carol et al., 1997, 2001) had to be
modified to account for the interplay between the increasing amount
of compressible ASR products and the mechanics of fracture formation.

Current efforts in the development of the meso-scale concrete degra-
dation model are focused on diffusion–reaction processes that lead
to loss of material strength rather than to differential or localised
expansions within the material. This kind of degradation processes may
2

result from the hydrolysis of the cement paste components by soft water
or from cation-exchange reactions between aggressive fluids and the
cement paste. In particular, a model is being extended to simulate the
degradation of oil well cements exposed to carbonated brine in the
context of CO2 capture and storage projects in depleted hydrocarbon
reservoirs (IPCC, 2005; Gasda et al., 2004). As a first step, a simple
diffusion–reaction model has been proposed by the authors which is
able to reproduce the decalcification of the well cement as the car-
bonic acid diffuses into the material from the surrounding carbonated
brine (Liaudat et al., 2018). The decalcification of the cement paste is
associated to an increase of porosity and consequent loss of mechanical
strength (Kutchko et al., 2007, 2008; Rimmelé et al., 2008; Carey et al.,
2007; Duguid and Scherer, 2010). In a second step, the diffusion–
reaction formulation will be coupled with the meso-mechanical model.
For this purpose, in this paper, a new constitutive law for interface
elements is proposed that incorporates the effect of the degradation of
the strength parameters of the material due to chemical processes.

The new constitutive law is based on the original formulation
by Carol et al. (1997, 2001), but incorporating the softening of the
material strength parameters due to chemical degradation via an ex-
ternal history variable updated by the diffusion–reaction model. To the
best of the authors’ knowledge, no other constitutive law for interface
elements in the literature is capable of reproducing the effect of chem-
ical degradation on the fracture mechanics of cement-based materials.
The only related antecedents that can be mentioned is the constitutive
model proposed by Caggiano and Etse (2015), which includes the effect
of exposure to high temperatures on the material softening rules, and
the model by Idiart et al. (2011b), which includes material hardening
as a function of time.

The paper is structured as follows. After this introduction, in Sec-
tion 2, the new constitutive law is described in detail. In Section 3,
the main characteristics of the law are illustrated with a number of
verification examples at the constitutive level for shear–compression
and pure tensile loading, combined with different sequences of chemi-
cal degradation. Next, in Section 4, the constitutive law is used in two
application examples. The first example considers the propagation of
a small, initially stable, bending crack in a beam due to the chemical
degradation at the tip of the crack. In the second example, three-point
bending tests carried out by Le Bellégo et al. (2000) on mortar beams
that have been previously exposed during different periods of time,
to an aggressive solution. The paper finishes in Section 5 with some
concluding remarks.

2. The constitutive model

The constitutive law for interface elements proposed in this paper
is an extension of the formulation originally proposed by Carol et al.
(1997), and subsequently improved by Carol et al. (2001), López
et al. (2008a) and Caballero et al. (2008). This new version of the
law introduces the effect of chemical degradation on the mechanical
behaviour of interfaces. The model is formulated in the framework of
elasto-plasticity and incorporates concepts and material parameters of
non-linear fracture mechanics.

2.1. Basic variables

The constitutive behaviour is formulated in terms of one normal
and two tangential stress components on the interface mid-plane, 𝝈 =
𝜎
𝑁

𝜎
𝐿1

𝜎
𝐿2

]𝖳
, and their conjugate relative separation displacements,

=
[

𝑟 𝑟 𝑟
]𝖳

(𝖳: transpose) (Fig. 1).

𝑁 𝐿1 𝐿2
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Fig. 1. Definition of (a) stress variables and (b) conjugate relative displacements at a
point of the interface mid-plane.

Fig. 2. Cracking surface 𝐹 = 0 and plastic potential 𝑄 = constant for non-degraded
conditions (𝜔 = 0, 𝜂 = 0). The dashed line represents the asymptote to the hyperbola.

2.2. Cracking surface

Cracking begins when the stress on the interface plane reaches the
condition 𝐹 (𝝈,𝐩) = 0, where 𝐹 is the adopted cracking surface defined
in the space of normal and shear stresses, and vector 𝐩 collects the
current values of the cracking surface parameters. The cracking surface
adopted in this paper (Fig. 2) is the same three-parameter hyperbolic
surface proposed by Caballero et al. (2008), namely:

𝐹 (𝝈,𝐩) = −
(

𝑐 − 𝜎
𝑁
tan𝜙

)

+
√

𝜎2
𝐿
+ (𝑐 − 𝜒 tan𝜙)2 (1)

where 𝜎
𝐿

is the shear stress intensity (𝜎
𝐿

=
√

𝜎2
𝐿1

+ 𝜎2
𝐿2

), 𝜒 is the
abscissa of the hyperbola representing the tensile strength, 𝑐 is the
apparent cohesion, and tan𝜙 is the coefficient of internal friction. The
last two parameters define the asymptote to the hyperbola, as shown
in Fig. 2.

This hyperbola provides a smooth transition between two limit
states (Fig. 3): (i) Mode I cracking, corresponding to cracking under
pure tension without shear stresses, when the surface is reached along
the horizontal axis; and (ii) asymptotic Mode II cracking (or Mode
IIa cracking), corresponding to cracking under shear and very high
compression, when the hyperbola tends to a Coulomb criterion.

The parameters of the hyperbola must hold the following relation:

𝑐 ≥ 𝜒
(

1
2 tan𝜙

+ tan𝜙
)

(2)

This condition not only assures a correct definition of the hyperbola but
also guarantees that under pure tensile loading the crack is produced
in Mode I (in a direction perpendicular to the load) (López, 1999).
3

Fig. 3. Fundamental modes of fracture.

In the general loading case, the cracking surface does not remain
static but may shrink representing a softening behaviour, as it is dis-
cussed in the following Section 2.4. In the original version of the law,
the cracking surface was only considered to shrink due to the mechani-
cal degradation associated to the fracture process. In the present paper,
in addition to the mechanical degradation, the possibility of softening
due to chemical degradation processes is incorporated.

2.3. History variables

The parameters of the hyperbola evolve as functions of two history
variables, one internal reflecting the degradation due to the fracture
process (𝜔) which was already in previous versions of the model, and
a new one external (𝜂) reflecting the degradation due to chemical
processes.

The new external history variable is assumed to result from the
simulation of the chemo-transport processes leading to the degradation
of the material, and, therefore, for the mechanical constitutive law
proposed in this paper, it is considered as a given value. Moreover, 𝜂 is
assumed to be a dimensionless variable, ranging between 𝜂 = 0, for a
non-degraded material, and 𝜂 = 1, for a completely degraded material.
Moreover, it is assumed that the degradation process is irreversible
(𝑑𝜂 ≥ 0), and, therefore, possible healing processes are not considered.
Depending on the problem at hand, the variable 𝜂 may be defined
as a function of different history variables of the chemo-transport
simulation, such as the concentration of solid phases or the material
porosity.

The internal history variable (𝜔), in contrast, is obtained as a
function of the work spent on fracture processes (𝑊 𝑐𝑟) in the following
incremental form:

𝑑𝜔 = 𝑑𝑊 𝑐𝑟

𝐺𝐼
𝐹

(3)

where 𝐺𝐼
𝐹 is the specific fracture energy of the material in Mode I

(Fig. 3), which is defined as the amount of energy necessary to create
one unit area of a crack under pure tension. This parameter, which in
the original law was assumed constant, is now expected to decrease for
increasing chemical degradation, at is discussed below (Section 2.4).
The increment of work spent in fracture processes is defined as in the
original version of the law (Carol et al., 1997), i.e.

𝑑𝑊 𝑐𝑟 =

{

𝝈 ⋅ 𝑑𝐫𝑐𝑟 if 𝜎
𝑁
≥ 0

(

𝜎
𝐿
− |

|

|

𝜎
𝑁
|

|

|

tan𝜙
)

𝑑𝑟𝑐𝑟
𝐿

if 𝜎
𝑁
< 0

(4)

where 𝐫𝑐𝑟 is the vector of crack relative displacements and 𝑑𝑟𝑐𝑟
𝐿

repre-
sents the increment of tangential relative (sliding) displacements (𝑟

𝐿
=

√

𝑟2
𝐿1

+ 𝑟2
𝐿2

).
These expressions imply that when the interface element is in

tension all the dissipated plastic work goes into the fracture process. In
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Fig. 4. Scaling function 𝑆.

ontrast, in compression, the work dissipated also includes a significant
omponent of friction producing heat, which does not contribute to the
rack formation and, therefore, it is not accounted in 𝑊 𝑐𝑟 (Willam and
ićanić, 1984).

.4. Evolution laws

The evolution of the cracking surface 𝐹 = 0 is controlled by the
volution of the surface parameters 𝜒 , 𝑐 and tan𝜙 as functions of the
istory variables 𝜔 and 𝜂. For the sake of generality, the evolution laws
f these parameters are defined using the scaling function 𝑆(𝜉) (Fig. 4),

defined as follows:

𝑆(𝜉, 𝛼) =

⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎩

𝜉e−𝛼

1 + 𝜉(e−𝛼 − 1)
if 𝜉 < 1

1 if 𝜉 ≥ 1
(5)

here 𝜉 is an intermediate function of 𝜔 or 𝜂, to be defined below
or each material parameter, and 𝛼 is a shape coefficients that may be
ifferent for each definition of 𝜉. As a first approach or in the absence of
ufficient information, the shape coefficients can be taken to be equal
o 0 to obtain linear softening laws, i.e. 𝑆(𝜉) = 𝜉.

2.4.1. Evolution of tensile strength (𝜒)
The tensile strength parameter 𝜒 is reduced from its initial (non-

degraded) value 𝜒𝑜 by means of the following softening law:

= 𝜒𝑜

[

1 − 𝑆(𝜉𝜔𝜒 , 𝛼
𝜔
𝜒 )
] [

1 − 𝑆(𝜉𝜂𝜒 , 𝛼
𝜂
𝜒 )
]

(6)

The first factor in square brackets accounts for the effect of the fracture
work, while the second factor accounts for the effect of chemical
degradation. Note that the tensile strength will vanish either for 𝜉𝜔𝜒 = 1
or for 𝜉𝜂𝜒 = 1. The intermediate variable 𝜉𝜔𝜒 is obtained as the integral of
he history variable increments 𝑑𝜔, given by Eq. (3), over the loading

process, i.e.:

𝜉𝜔𝜒 = ∫ 𝑑𝜔 = ∫
𝑑𝑊 𝑐𝑟

𝐺𝐼
𝐹

(7)

As mentioned above, it may be expected that the chemical degradation
will reduce the specific fracture energy of the material. In order to
introduce this effect, it is assumed that 𝐺𝐼

𝐹 varies as a function of the
chemical degradation according to the following expression:

𝐺𝐼
𝐹 =

[

1 − 𝑆(𝜉𝜂𝐺 , 𝛼
𝜂
𝐺)
]

𝐺𝐼
𝐹𝑜 + 𝑆(𝜉𝜂𝐺 , 𝛼

𝜂
𝐺)𝐺

𝐼
𝐹 𝑟 (8)

where 𝐺𝐼
𝐹𝑜 and 𝐺𝐼

𝐹 𝑟 are material parameters corresponding to the
non-degraded and the completely degraded values of 𝐺𝐼 , respectively.
4

𝐹 f
In both Eqs. (6) and (8), the intermediate variables representing the
chemical degradation are assumed to be equal to the history variable
𝜂, i.e.

𝜉𝜂𝜒 = 𝜉𝜂𝐺 = 𝜂 (9)

2.4.2. Evolution of the internal friction coefficient (tan𝜙)
The coefficient of internal friction diminishes from the initial value

tan𝜙𝑜 to the residual value tan𝜙𝑟, according to:

tan𝜙 =
[

1 − 𝑆(𝜉𝜔𝜙 , 𝛼
𝜔
𝜙 )
]

tan𝜙𝑜 + 𝑆(𝜉𝜔𝜙 , 𝛼
𝜔
𝜙 ) tan𝜙𝑟 (10)

where 𝜉𝜔𝜙 is an intermediate variable and 𝛼𝜔𝜙 the corresponding shape
coefficient. The intermediate variable is defined as follows:

𝜉𝜔𝜙 = ∫
𝑑𝑊 𝑐𝑟

𝐺𝐼𝐼𝑎
𝐹

=
𝐺𝐼
𝐹𝑜

𝐺𝐼𝐼𝑎
𝐹𝑜

∫
𝑑𝑊 𝑐𝑟

𝐺𝐼
𝐹

=
𝐺𝐼
𝐹𝑜

𝐺𝐼𝐼𝑎
𝐹𝑜

∫ 𝑑𝜔 (11)

where 𝐺𝐼𝐼𝑎
𝐹𝑜 is the initial value of the specific fracture energy in Mode

IIa. This expression corresponds to assuming that the chemical degra-
dation of the specific fracture energy in Mode IIa occurs in the same
proportion as for 𝐺𝐼

𝐹 , in such a way that:

𝐺𝐼
𝐹

𝐺𝐼𝐼𝑎
𝐹

=
𝐺𝐼
𝐹𝑜

𝐺𝐼𝐼𝑎
𝐹𝑜

(12)

for any value of 𝜂. From Eqs. (10) and (11), it follows that, in the
absence of chemical degradation (𝜂 = 0), friction angle reaches its
residual value when the work spent in the fracture process (𝑊 𝑐𝑟) is
equal to 𝐺𝐼𝐼𝑎

𝐹𝑜 .

2.4.3. Evolution of the apparent cohesion (𝑐)
In order to avoid inconsistent behaviour in the tension/shear zone,

the evolution of the apparent cohesion is linked to the evolution of the
tensile strength and of the coefficient of internal friction by means of
the following expression (López, 1999):

𝑐 = (𝜒 + 𝑎) tan𝜙 (13)

where 𝑎 is an auxiliary variable representing the horizontal distance
between the vertex of the hyperbola and the intersection point of the
asymptotes with the horizontal axis (Fig. 2). This auxiliary variable is
considered to evolve according to:

𝑎 =
(

𝑐𝑜
tan𝜙𝑜

− 𝜒𝑜

)

[

1 − 𝑆(𝜉𝜔𝑎 , 𝛼
𝜔
𝑎 )
]

(14)

where the intermediate variable used in the scaling function 𝑆 is 𝜉𝜔𝑎 =
𝜔
𝜙 and 𝛼𝜔𝑎 is the corresponding shape coefficient. Note that 𝑎, as well as
an𝜙, only depends on 𝜂 indirectly through 𝐺𝐼

𝐹 (Eqs. (11),(7) and (8)).

.4.4. Evolution of the cracking surface
The overall evolution of the cracking surface is uniquely defined

y the evolution laws presented in previous sections. However, for
llustrative purposes, let us consider the evolution of the cracking
urface in three particular cases.

In the first case, an increasing normal aperture is imposed to the
nterface element (Mode I) without any chemical degradation (𝜂 = 0).
nder these conditions, the cracking surface is eventually reached at

he tip of the hyperbola. At this point, the material starts to crack and,
or increasing normal aperture, the history variable 𝜔 grows from 0
ntil reaching a value of 1, when 𝑊 𝑐𝑟 = 𝐺𝐼

𝐹𝑜. As a consequence, tensile
trength vanishes, while (for typical values of 𝐺𝐼𝐼𝑎

𝐹𝑜 ∕𝐺𝐼
𝐹𝑜 ≈ 10 and shape

oefficients −2 < 𝛼 < 2) 𝑐 and tan𝜙 are only slightly reduced. The net
esult is that the initial surface (black line in Fig. 5) is shifted to the
eft and slightly shrunken (blue line in Fig. 5). Note that after cracking
n tension, any additional prescribed opening displacements would
irectly become plastic, opening further the interface crack under zero
ormal stress without generating any changes in the history variable 𝜔.

In the second case, a very high normal compression load is applied,
ollowed by an increasing shear displacement (Mode IIa). Again, no
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Fig. 5. Evolution of the cracking surface 𝐹 = 0. (For interpretation of the references
o colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

hemical degradation is considered (𝜂 = 0). Under these conditions, the
racking surface is reached at the asymptotic region of the hyperbola,
nd a shear–compression crack is developed. As work is spent in the
racture process, the cracking surface evolves in two different stages. In
he first stage, the surface shrinks and shifts to the left as in the previous
ure tension case, until reaching the configuration indicated with a
lue line in Fig. 5, when 𝜔 = 1. In the second stage, the surface only

shrinks, degenerating into a pair of straight lines (red line in Fig. 5),
representing the residual friction capacity of the fully opened and shear
smoothed interface, when 𝜔 = 𝐺𝐼𝐼𝑎

𝐹𝑜 ∕𝐺𝐼
𝐹𝑜.

In the last case, the interface is exposed to chemical degradation
(𝜂 > 0) without any simultaneous mechanical loading. Under this
condition, there is no work spent in fracture processes (𝜔 = 0), and,
therefore, the only parameter of the hyperbola that is reduced is the
tensile strength, which vanishes for 𝜂 = 1. As a consequence, the initial
cracking surface (black line in Fig. 5) only shifts to the left, reaching
the position indicated with the green line in Fig. 5.

2.5. Flow rule

In the framework of elasto-plasticity, the direction of inelastic defor-
mations of the crack (i.e., the proportion between normal opening and
shear slip of the crack) at any time of the loading history is assumed to
be perpendicular to a ‘potential surface’ 𝑄 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡, which is defined
in the same space as the cracking surface 𝐹 = 0. If, at a given point,
the direction of the gradient of 𝑄 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 coincides with direction
of the gradient of 𝐹 = 0, the flow rule is associated; otherwise, it is
on-associated.

For the present model, the normal direction of the fracture potential
urface (𝐦) is defined as follows:

= 𝜕𝑄
𝜕𝝈

= 𝐀𝐧 (15)

where 𝐧 is the gradient of 𝐹 , i.e.,

𝐧 = 𝜕𝐹
𝜕𝝈

=

⎡

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎣

𝜕𝐹
𝜕𝜎

𝑁
𝜕𝐹
𝜕𝜎

𝐿1
𝜕𝐹
𝜕𝜎

𝐿2

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎦

=

⎡

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎣

tan𝜙
𝜎
𝐿1

√

𝜎2
𝐿
+ (𝑐 − 𝜒 tan𝜙)2

𝜎
𝐿2

√

𝜎2
𝐿
+ (𝑐 − 𝜒 tan𝜙)2

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎦

(16)

and 𝐀 is a transformation matrix. If 𝐀 is equal to the identity tensor
(𝐀 = 𝐈), the potential surface coincides with the cracking surface and
the flow is associated; otherwise (𝐀 ≠ 𝐈), it is non-associated.
5

In the context of frictional materials, the angle of vector 𝐦 with
the vertical (shear) axis can be interpreted as the current dilatancy
angle exhibited by the model. Therefore, a direction parallel to the
vertical axis indicates no dilatancy at all, while a direction parallel to
the horizontal axis indicates normal opening of the crack with no shear
slip, as it is obtained under pure tension.

In heterogeneous materials such as concrete or rock, dilatancy
represents the well-known tendency of the two faces of the crack
under zero or low normal compression, to dilate when sliding takes
place, because of the well-known ‘saw tooth effect’. However, dilatancy
diminishes with the level of compression, and finally disappears at
very high levels of compression (Atkinson et al., 1989). In addition,
dilatancy decreases as sliding progresses (Pande et al., 1990) and the
crack surface is degraded by the fracture process.

In order to introduce these effects, the transformation matrix 𝐀 is
defined as follows:

𝐀 =
⎡

⎢

⎢

⎣

𝑓𝜎
𝑑𝑖𝑙𝑓

𝜔
𝑑𝑖𝑙 0 0

0 1 0
0 0 1

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎦

(17)

where 𝑓𝜎
𝑑𝑖𝑙 and 𝑓𝜔

𝑑𝑖𝑙 are dimensionless factors varying between 1 and
0, which account for the reduction of dilatancy due to the applied
compressive stress and the mechanical degradation of the interface,
respectively. These factors are given by the following expressions:

𝑓𝜎
𝑑𝑖𝑙 = 1 − 𝑆

(

𝜉𝜎𝑑𝑖𝑙 , 𝛼
𝜎
𝑑𝑖𝑙
)

(18)

𝑓𝜔
𝑑𝑖𝑙 = 1 − 𝑆

(

𝜉𝜔𝑑𝑖𝑙 , 𝛼
𝜔
𝑑𝑖𝑙
)

(19)

where the intermediate variable 𝜉𝜎𝑑𝑖𝑙 is given by:

𝜉𝜎𝑑𝑖𝑙 =

⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎩

0 if 𝜎
𝑁
≥ 0

|

|

|

𝜎
𝑁
|

|

|

𝜎𝑑𝑖𝑙
if 𝜎

𝑁
< 0

(20)

and the intermediate variable 𝜉𝜔𝑑𝑖𝑙 is given by Eq. (11) (i.e. 𝜉𝜔𝑑𝑖𝑙 = 𝜉𝜔𝜙 ).
𝜎
𝑑𝑖𝑙 and 𝛼𝜔𝑑𝑖𝑙 are the corresponding shape coefficients for the scaling
unction 𝑆. In Eq. (20), 𝜎𝑑𝑖𝑙 is a pre-established material parameter cor-
esponding to the compression stress value beyond which the dilatancy
s completely suppressed. Note that by reducing 𝐺𝐼𝐼𝑎

𝐹 , the chemical
egradation will indirectly reduce the dilatancy (Eqs. (11), (7) and (8)).

In Fig. 2, the potential surface corresponding to the initial state
𝜔 = 0, 𝜂 = 0) is depicted. Note that in this state, the flow rule is
ssociated for 𝜎

𝑁
≥ 0 and non-associated for 𝜎

𝑁
< 0.

.6. Constitutive rate equation

The relative displacement vector (𝐫) may be expressed as the sum of
recoverable (elastic) component (𝐫𝐞𝐥), and a non-recoverable (plastic)

omponent (𝐫𝐜𝐫):

𝑖 = 𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑖 + 𝑟𝑐𝑟𝑖 (21)

The constitutive relationship of the interface is given by:

𝜎𝑖 = 𝐾𝑜
𝑖𝑗𝑟

𝑒𝑙
𝑗 = 𝐾𝑜

𝑖𝑗 (𝑟𝑗 − 𝑟𝑐𝑟𝑗 ) (22)

where 𝐊𝑜 is assumed to be a diagonal matrix with constant coefficients
𝐾𝑜

𝑁 and 𝐾𝑜
𝐿 for the normal and shear degrees of freedom, respectively.

These coefficients should simply be interpreted as penalty coefficients
that must be set to values as high as possible without causing numerical
difficulties. Therefore, 𝐾𝑜

𝑁 and 𝐾𝑜
𝐿 are constant parameters that are

not affected by the chemical degradation. The non-recoverable com-
ponent of the relative displacement increment vector may be written
as follows:

𝑑𝑟𝑐𝑟𝑗 = 𝑚𝑗𝑑𝜆 (23)

where 𝜆 is the plastic multiplier and 𝑚𝑗 is the gradient of the potential
surface 𝑄, as defined in Eq. (15). The increment of the plastic multiplier

𝑑𝜆 can be either positive in combination with 𝐹 = 0 (‘consistency
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condition’ for plastic loading) or zero in combination with 𝐹 < 0
(elastic unloading). That means that the three following (Kuhn–Tucker)
conditions must be met simultaneously:

𝑑𝜆 ≥ 0; 𝑑𝐹 ≤ 0; 𝑑𝐹𝑑𝜆 = 0 (24)

In the case of a plastic loading increment (𝑑𝜆 > 0), the so-called
consistency condition applies:

𝑑𝐹 = 𝜕𝐹
𝜕𝜎𝑖

𝑑𝜎𝑖 −𝐻𝑑𝜆 + 𝜕𝐹
𝜕𝜂

𝑑𝜂 = 0 (25)

ith

= − 𝜕𝐹
𝜕𝜆

= − 𝜕𝐹
𝜕𝑝𝑖

𝜕𝑝𝑖
𝜕𝜔

𝜕𝜔
𝜕𝑟𝑐𝑟𝑗

𝑚𝑗 (26)

nd
𝜕𝐹
𝜕𝜂

= 𝜕𝐹
𝜕𝑝𝑖

𝜕𝑝𝑖
𝜕𝜂

(27)

𝐻 is the hardening/softening parameter, which reflects the varia-
tion of shape and position of the cracking surface due to the work spent
in fracture processes. Note in Eq. (26) that 𝜕𝐹∕𝜕𝜆 is always a negative
value which leads to a contraction (softening) of the cracking surface
driven by the evolution of the parameters (𝑝𝑖) as functions of the history
variable 𝜔. In turn, the term 𝜕𝐹∕𝜕𝜂 introduces an additional softening
of the cracking surface as a consequence of the chemical degradation
of the parameters of the hyperbola.

Combining Eqs. (21), (23), (25) and (27), the increment of the
plastic multiplier may be expressed as:

𝑑𝜆 =
𝑛𝑘𝐾𝑜

𝑘𝑗𝑑𝑟𝑗 +
𝜕𝐹
𝜕𝑝𝑖

𝜕𝑝𝑖
𝜕𝜂

𝑑𝜂

𝐻 + 𝑛𝑝𝐾𝑜
𝑝𝑞𝑚𝑞

(28)

here 𝑛𝑖 is the normal to the cracking surface already defined in
q. (16). Finally, the incremental constitutive equation which estab-
ishes the relationship between stress and relative displacements of the
nterface is given as follows:

𝜎𝑖 =

[

𝐾𝑜
𝑖𝑗 −

𝐾𝑜
𝑖𝑘𝑚𝑘𝑛𝑙𝐾𝑜

𝑙𝑗

𝐻 + 𝑛𝑝𝐾𝑜
𝑝𝑞𝑚𝑞

]

𝑑𝑟𝑗 −
𝐾𝑜

𝑖𝑗𝑚𝑗
𝜕𝐹
𝜕𝑝𝑟

𝜕𝑝𝑟
𝜕𝜂

𝐻 + 𝑛𝑝𝐾𝑜
𝑝𝑞𝑚𝑞

𝑑𝜂 (29)

.7. Constitutive integration

The above-described differential equations are numerically inte-
rated using the backward Euler discretisation rule. The resulting sys-
em of non-linear equations is solved with the Newton–Raphson iter-
tive method. The procedure is similar to that used for the original
onstitutive law (Carol et al., 1997), which is extensively discussed
y Caballero (2005) and Caballero et al. (2008). In addition, in order
o reduce the integration errors and allow bigger global loading steps,
n automatic substepping scheme is adopted for the most restrictive
auss points. Inspired by the proposal of Marques (1984), the size of
ach sub-step is determined with a double control procedure, using a
adial criterion that limits the distance of the elastic predictor from the
racture surface, and a tangential criterion that controls the change of
irection of the flow rule. Further details of the sub-stepping procedure
an be found in Carol et al. (2001).

A negative side effect of the substepping technique is that, in prin-
iple, the tangent operator 𝑑𝝈∕𝑑𝛥𝐫 evaluated at the end of the loading
tep is not consistent with the adoption of an implicit (backward Euler
r mid-point) rule for the solution of the elastoplastic boundary value
roblem. As a result, the quadratic convergence of a full Newton–
aphson linearisation may be lost. This shortcoming is overcome by
pplying the recursive procedure developed by Caballero et al. (2008),
ased on a previous work by Pérez-Foguet et al. (2001), to obtain
consistent tangent operator in interface elastoplastic constitutive
6

aws with substepping schemes. For the sake of completeness, in the
ollowing paragraphs, the overall procedure for the integration of the
lastoplastic constitutive relations is briefly summarised.

The total increments of relative displacement, 𝛥𝐫, and chemical
egradation, 𝛥𝜂, to be applied in the considered step, are subdivided
n 𝑁 (not necessarily equal) subincrements 𝛥𝐫𝑘 and 𝛥𝜂𝑘 such that:

𝛥𝐫𝑘 = 𝐫𝑘 − 𝐫𝑘−1 = 𝛼𝑘𝛥𝐫 (30)

𝛥𝜂𝑘 = 𝜂𝑘 − 𝜂𝑘−1 = 𝛼𝑘𝛥𝜂 (31)

ith
𝑁
∑

=1
𝛼𝑘 = 1 and 0 < 𝛼𝑘 < 1 (32)

For each substep, the corresponding increment of stress, 𝛥𝝈𝑘 =
𝑘 − 𝝈𝑘−1, is obtained by solving the following system of non-linear
quations:

(𝐱𝑘) =

⎡

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎣

𝛥𝝈𝑘 + 𝛥𝜆𝑘𝐊𝑜𝐦𝑘 −𝐊𝑜𝛥𝐫𝑘
𝛥𝜔𝑘 −

𝛥𝜆𝑘ℎ𝑘
𝐺𝐼
𝐹𝑘

𝐹
(

𝝈𝑘,𝐩(𝜔𝑘, 𝜂𝑘)
)

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎦

= 𝟎 (33)

where 𝛥𝜔𝑘 = 𝜔𝑘 − 𝜔𝑘−1, 𝛥𝜆𝑘 = 𝜆𝑘 − 𝜆𝑘−1, and ℎ = 𝜕𝑊 𝑐𝑟∕𝜕𝜆
is the plastic modulus. This system of equations is solved via the
Newton–Raphson method, adopting 𝝈𝑘, 𝜆𝑘, and 𝜔𝑘 as the independent
variables, i.e. the unknown vector is 𝐱𝑘 =

[

𝝈𝑘 𝜔𝑘 𝜆𝑘
]𝖳. According

to the Newton–Raphson method, an approximate solution vector 𝑖𝐱𝑘,
obtained at iteration 𝑖, is improved during iteration 𝑖+1 by means of a
correction 𝑖+1𝛿𝐱, such that 𝑖+1𝐱𝑘 = 𝑖𝐱𝑘 + 𝑖+1𝛿𝐱. The corrective vector is
obtained by solving the following system of linear equations:

𝑖+1𝛿𝐱 = −
(

𝜕𝐟 (𝑖𝐱𝑘)
𝜕𝐱

)−1

𝐟 (𝑖𝐱𝑘) (34)

where 𝐟 (𝑖𝐱𝑘) is the residual vector after iteration 𝑖, and the gradient of
the residual vector corresponds to the Jacobian matrix:

𝑖𝐉𝑘 =

⎡

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎣

𝐈3 + 𝛥𝜆𝐊𝑜 𝜕𝐦
𝜕𝝈

𝛥𝜆𝐊𝑜 𝜕𝐦
𝜕𝜔

𝐊𝑜𝐦

− 𝛥𝜆
𝐺𝐼
𝐹

𝜕ℎ
𝜕𝝈

1 − 𝛥𝜆
𝐺𝐼
𝐹

𝜕ℎ
𝜕𝜔

− ℎ
𝐺𝐼
𝐹

𝜕𝐹
𝜕𝝈

𝜕𝐹
𝜕𝜔

0

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎦𝐱=𝑖𝐱𝑘

(35)

The consistent tangent operator 𝑑𝝈∕𝑑𝛥𝐫, evaluated at the end of
the loading step is obtained by applying the following expression (Ca-
ballero et al., 2008; Pérez-Foguet et al., 2001):

𝑑𝝈
𝑑𝛥𝐫

= 𝐏𝖳

[ 𝑁
∑

𝑘=1

(

𝛼𝑘
𝑘
∏

𝑗=𝑁
𝐑𝑗

)]

𝐏𝐊𝑜 (36)

with

𝐑𝑘 =
(

𝐉𝑘
)−1

[

𝐈4 𝟎4×1
𝟎1×4 0

]

(37)

𝐏𝖳 =
[

𝐈3 𝟎3×2
]

(38)

here 𝐉𝑘 is the Jacobian matrix at the end to the 𝑘th subincrement
Eq. (35)), evaluated using the converged solution vector 𝐱𝑘. 𝐈𝑎 is the
× 𝑎 identity matrix and 𝟎𝑎×𝑏 is a null rectangular matrix with 𝑎 rows
nd 𝑏 columns.

.8. Summary of model parameters

In the most general case, the proposed constitutive model requires
7 parameters:

- Normal and tangential elastic stiffness (penalty coefficients): 𝐾𝑜
𝑁 ,

𝐾𝑜
𝐿

- Initial (non-degraded) material parameters 𝜒𝑜, 𝑐𝑜, tan𝜙𝑜, 𝐺𝐼
𝐹𝑜,

𝐺𝐼𝐼𝑎
𝐹𝑜 , 𝜎𝑑𝑖𝑙

- Degraded material parameters: tan𝜙 , 𝐺𝐼

𝑟 𝐹 𝑟
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- Shape parameters of the evolution laws: 𝛼𝜔𝜒 , 𝛼𝜔𝑎 , 𝛼𝜔𝜙 , 𝛼𝜂𝜒 , 𝛼𝜂𝐺, 𝛼𝜎𝑑𝑖𝑙,
𝛼𝜔𝑑𝑖𝑙

he parameters of the original model, i.e. those corresponding to the
on-degraded state (𝜂 = 0), can be directly determined or back-
alculated, for a given cement-based material, from conventional me-
hanical tests such as uniaxial compression, indirect tensile tests, tri-
xial tests, Wedge Splitting Tests, etc. See, for instance, López et al.
2008a,b), López (1999) and Caballero et al. (2007).

The proposed model only adds to the original law one material
arameter (𝐺𝐼

𝐹 𝑟) and two shape parameters (𝛼𝜂𝜒 , 𝛼𝜂𝐺). These parameters
ill depend not only on the consider cement-based material, but also
n the characteristics of the chemical degradation process. For instance,
f the cement-based material is exposed to an aggressive fluid, the com-
osition of the fluid will determine which solid phases may be affected
nd which may not. In turn, the amount and arrangement of these
olid phases in the microstructure of the cement-base material will
etermine how the chemical degradation will affect the macroscopic
echanical response of the material. Therefore, parameters 𝐺𝐼

𝐹 𝑟, 𝛼𝜂𝜒 ,
nd 𝛼𝜂𝐺 would strictly require to be calibrated against mechanical tests
erformed on specimens of the same cement-based material which have
een degraded under the same exposure conditions which are going to
e analysed with the model.

. Constitutive verification

In order to illustrate the main characteristics of the constitutive
odel, various numerical examples at the constitutive level are re-
orted in this section. To this end, the constitutive model is used in the
ase of a zero-thickness interface element which connects the six vertex
odes of two triangular faces in 3D. For the finite element formulation
f zero-thickness interface elements, the reader is referred to earlier
orks (Goodman et al., 1968; Rots, 1988; Gens et al., 1988; Plesha,
987; Gens et al., 1995). The verification examples below include
nterface material tests in pure tension and shear under compression,
ombined with different sequences of chemical degradation. The model
arameters used are the following: 𝐾𝑜

𝑁 = 𝐾𝑜
𝐿 = 1 × 108 MPa/m,

𝑜 = 3 MPa, 𝑐𝑜 = 7 MPa, tan𝜙𝑜 = 0.8785, 𝐺𝐼
𝐹𝑜 = 3 × 10−5 MN/m,

𝐼𝐼𝑎
𝐹𝑜 = 10 × 𝐺𝐼

𝐹𝑜, 𝜎𝑑𝑖𝑙 = 1 MPa, tan𝜙𝑟 = 0.4, 𝐺𝐼
𝐹 𝑟 = 0.1 × 𝐺𝐼

𝐹𝑜,
𝜔
𝜒 = 𝛼𝜔𝑎 = 𝛼𝜔𝜙 = 𝛼𝜂𝜒 = 𝛼𝜂𝐺 = 𝛼𝜎𝑑𝑖𝑙 = 𝛼𝜔𝑑𝑖𝑙 = 0.

.1. Pure tension

Five different cases of pure tensile loading combined with chemi-
al degradation are tested. For comparison purposes, the constitutive
esponse of a purely mechanical Reference Test, without any chemical
egradation, is also provided. The time sequence of the imposed normal
elative displacements (𝑟

𝑁
) and chemical degradation (𝜂) for each

est is indicated on the left-hand side plots of Figs. 6 and 7. The
espective constitutive responses in terms of 𝜎

𝑁
-𝑟

𝑁
diagrams are given

n the right-hand side plots of the same figures. Note that because the
dopted chemical degradation rates are arbitrary, time is given as a
imensionless variable.

In Tests 1 and 2 (Fig. 6), a normal relative displacement (𝑟
𝑁

) is
nitially imposed (without chemical degradation) until reaching the
nitial tensile strength value 𝜒𝑜 (point ‘a’ in Fig. 6). From this moment,
𝑁

and the chemical degradation history variable (𝜂) are increased at
onstant rates. The rate of 𝑟

𝑁
is the same in both cases, but the rate of

is higher in Test 2 than in Test 1. By comparing the Reference Test
ith Tests 1 and 2, it can be seen that the greater the rate of chemical
egradation, the greater the softening of the interface with the imposed
ormal aperture.

In Test 3 (blue line in Fig. 6), an initial normal aperture (without
hemical degradation) is also imposed, but in this case it is small
nough to not reach the cracking surface, i.e. 𝜎

𝑁
< 𝜒𝑜 (point ‘b’
7

n Fig. 6). Then, while maintaining the normal relative displacement
nitially imposed, a constant chemical degradation rate is imposed until
he value of 𝜂 = 0.6. As 𝜂 is increased, the cracking surface shrinks
rogressively, eventually reaching the constant stress state point on the
𝑁

axis and, consequently, the material starts to crack and the normal
tress is reduced to 𝜎

𝑁
= 0.4𝜒𝑜 (point ‘c’ in Fig. 6). From this moment,

progressive increase of 𝑟
𝑁

is imposed, without additional chemical
egradation, which leads to material softening due only to the work
pent in the fracture process (𝑊 𝑐𝑟).

In Tests 4 and 5 (Fig. 7), a normal relative displacement is initially
mposed until reaching point ‘b’ of the softening branch. Then, keeping
𝑁

constant, a different chemical degradation is applied in each case:
= 0.4 in Test 4 and 𝜂 = 0.6 in Test 5. As a consequence, 𝜎

𝑁
descends to

oint ‘c’ in Test 4 and to point ‘d’ in Test 5 (Fig. 7). From these points,
𝑁

is progressively increased in both cases without additional chemical
egradation, leading to further softening of the material only due to
he work spent in the fracture process.

.2. Shear under constant compression

Five different cases of shear–compression loading combined with
hemical degradation are tested. For comparison purposes, the con-
titutive response of a purely mechanical Reference Test, without any
hemical degradation, is also provided. In all tests, a compression stress
𝑁

= −2 MPa is initially imposed before any chemical degradation or
angential relative displacement is applied. Note that no shear dilation
s possible since 𝜎

𝑁
< −𝜎𝑑𝑖𝑙 (Eq. (20). The time sequence of the relative

isplacements (𝑟
𝐿
) and the chemical degradation (𝜂) for each test is

ndicated in the left-hand side plots of Figs. 8 and 9. The respective
onstitutive responses in terms of 𝜎

𝐿
-𝑟

𝐿
diagrams are given in the right-

hand side plots of the same figures. In addition, the evolution of the
cracking surface 𝐹 = 0 for three of those tests is depicted in Fig. 10.

Let us first consider the Reference Test. In this test, once the normal
compression stress has been applied, an increasing tangential relative
displacement is imposed, without any chemical degradation. In the
elastic part of the constitutive response, the tangential stress rapidly in-
creases until reaching the cracking surface 𝐹 = 0 (point ‘a’ in Figs. 8 and
9). From this point on, the imposed tangential relative displacement
induces the propagation of a Mode II crack with consequent reduction
of the tangential stress (softening). Note that there is a discontinuity in
the slope of the softening branch corresponding to the exhaustion of the
tensile strength of the material (𝜒 = 0) when 𝜉𝜔𝜒 = 1 (or, equivalently
in this case, when 𝑊 𝑐𝑟 = 𝐺𝐼

𝐹𝑜). Additional increase of 𝑟
𝐿

causes an
additional reduction of 𝜎

𝐿
, which eventually would reach the residual,

pure frictional, shear strength 𝜎
𝐿
= |

|

|

𝜎
𝑁
|

|

|

tan𝜙𝑟 when 𝜉𝜔𝜙 = 𝜉𝑎𝑖𝜔 = 1 (or,
equivalently in this case, when 𝑊 𝑐𝑟 = 𝐺𝐼𝐼𝑎

𝐹𝑜 ).
In Tests 1 and 2 (Fig. 8), an initial relative shear displacement

is imposed, without chemical degradation, until the cracking surface
𝐹 = 0 is reached (point ‘a’ in Fig. 8). From this moment, the increase
of 𝑟

𝐿
is accompanied by the increase of the chemical degradation, until

reaching 𝜂 = 1. The imposed chemical degradation rate in Test 2 is
higher than in Test 1, which explains the more pronounced softening
behaviour.

In Test 3 (Fig. 8), an initial relative displacement is also imposed but
in this case without reaching the cracking surface (point ‘b’ in Fig. 8).
Then, keeping 𝑟

𝐿
constant, the chemical degradation is progressively

increased. As a consequence, the cracking surface shifts and shrinks,
eventually ‘touching’ the stress state point (point ‘b’, Fig. 10, left). A
Mode II crack starts to propagate and, as 𝜂 continues growing, the
tangential stress is reduced and part of the imposed tangential relative
displacement becomes inelastic. For 𝜂 = 1, the tensile strength is
exhausted (𝜒 = 0) and the stress point ‘c’ in Figs. 8 and 10, left, is
reached. From this moment, the imposed increase of 𝑟

𝐿
causes a further

reduction of the tangential stress until practically reaching the residual
shear stress (𝜎

𝐿
= |

|

|

𝜎
𝑁
|

|

|

tan𝜙𝑟) for 𝑟
𝐿
= 0.09 (point ‘d’ in Figs. 8 and 10,
left)
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Fig. 6. Pure tension tests combined with chemical degradation (Tests 1–3). For comparison, a Reference Test without chemical degradation is plotted in grey. Upper-left and
bottom-left plots depict the time evolution of the imposed normal relative displacement and chemical degradation, respectively. The right plot depicts the normal stress versus the
relative normal (opening) displacement. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 7. Pure tension tests combined with chemical degradation (Tests 4 and 5). For comparison, a Reference Test without chemical degradation is plotted in grey. Upper-left and
bottom-left plots depict the time evolution of the imposed normal relative displacement and chemical degradation, respectively. The right plot depicts the normal stress versus the
relative normal displacement. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 8. Shear under compression tests combined with chemical degradation (Tests 1–3). For comparison, a Reference Test without chemical degradation is plotted in grey. The
imposed compression stress is in all cases 𝜎

𝑁
= −2 MPa. Upper-left and bottom-left plots depict the time evolution of the imposed tangential relative displacement and chemical

degradation, respectively. The right plot depicts the tangential stress versus the relative tangential displacement. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
8
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Fig. 9. Shear under compression tests combined with chemical degradation (Tests 4 and 5). For comparison, a Reference Test without chemical degradation is plotted in grey. The
imposed compression stress is in all cases 𝜎

𝑁
= −2 MPa. Upper-left and bottom-left plots depict the time evolution of the imposed tangential relative displacement and chemical

degradation, respectively. The right plot depicts the tangential stress versus the relative tangential displacement. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 10. Evolution of the cracking surface for shear under compression tests combined with chemical degradation. Left, Test 3. Centre, Test 4. Right, Test 5. The blue line
corresponds to the initial, non-degraded condition while the green line corresponds to the completely degraded, pure frictional, condition. (For interpretation of the references to
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
In Tests 4 and 5 (Fig. 9), an initial tangential relative displacement
is imposed until a certain point in the softening branch. In Test 4,
this point is before the tensile strength is completely exhausted (point
‘b’ in Figs. 9 and 10, centre), while in Test 5 it is after the tensile
strength has been completely exhausted (point ‘d’ in Figs. 9 and 10,
right). Then, in both tests, a chemical degradation of 𝜂 = 0.6 is imposed
while maintaining 𝑟

𝐿
constant. In Test 4, the cracking surface shifts to

the left because of the increase of 𝜂 and, consequently, 𝜎
𝐿

is reduced
(point ‘c’ in Figs. 9 and 10, centre). In Test 5, in contrast, since the
tensile strength is already null and no fracture work is performed, the
cracking surface is not altered by the chemical degradation, and the
stress state remains the same (point ‘e’ in Figs. 9 and 10, right). Finally,
in both cases, 𝑟

𝐿
is increased without additional chemical degradation,

causing further reduction of the shear stress driven by the work spent
in the fracture process. In Test 5, this reduction is only due to the
shrinkage of the cracking surface driven by the work spent in the
fracture process. In Test 4, in contrast, since there is some remaining
tensile strength, the cracking surface first simultaneously shifts and
contracts, until the tensile strength vanishes (point ‘f’ in Figs. 9 and 10,
centre), and, thereafter, it only contracts. As in the Reference Test, if
the 𝑟

𝐿
is indefinitely increased in Tests 4 and 5, the shear stress would

eventually reach the residual value 𝜎
𝐿
= |

|

|

𝜎
𝑁
|

|

|

tan𝜙𝑟.

4. Application examples

In this section, the proposed constitutive law is used for two appli-
cation examples. The first example is intended to simulate the prop-
agation of an initially stable flexural crack in a beam, due to the
9

chemical degradation of the crack tip. The second example reproduces
the experimental bending tests performed by Le Bellégo et al. (2000)
on chemically degraded mortar specimens.

4.1. Subcritical cracking due to chemical degradation

Consider an un-reinforced concrete bean subject to bending. Con-
sider also that the most tensioned (bottom) fibre of this structural
element is in contact with acidic water (e.g. acidic sewage water)
capable of chemically degrading the cement binder by dissolving the
calcium bearing solid-phases. In these conditions, the chemical degra-
dation of the bulk concrete will progress as a uniform degradation
front from the water–concrete interface towards the interior of the
element, typically with a very small (and decreasing) penetration rate
determined by concrete permeability. However, if a (vertical) flexural
crack is present, the acidic water will penetrate along this crack and
the degradation will occur also within the crack, particularly at the
crack tip. Then, as the crack tip is degraded, it will lose bearing
capacity and the crack will propagate, creating new surface area that
is exposed to the acidic water. This chemo-mechanical mechanism is
recursively repeated driving the propagation of a crack that under
purely mechanical loading would be stable.

In order to mimic this mechanism in a very simplified manner, a
two-dimensional (plane stress) beam in a three-point bending loading
scheme is considered as depicted in Fig. 11. The beam is discretised
with 660 quadrangular quadratic continuum elements and a line of 30
quadratic zero-thickness interface elements is inserted along the central
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Fig. 11. Application example: subcritical cracking due to chemical degradation. Model
eometry and boundary conditions.

ross-section to represent the potential crack. Moreover, it is assumed
hat the value of the chemical degradation rate will be the same for
ll the interface integration points along the vertical crack, but that
egradation at a given point will only start after that point has started
racking (𝑊 𝑐𝑟 > 0). The degradation rate value has been adopted as
𝜂∕𝑑𝑡 = 1.

Continuum elements are assumed linear elastic, with Young modu-
us 𝐸 = 25000 MPa and Poisson’s coefficient 𝜈 = 0.20. Interface elements

are equipped with the constitutive law presented in Section 2, with
the same parameters as for constitutive verification tests (Section 3),
with the exception of the initial tensile strength value which is assumed
𝜒𝑜 = 2.7 MPa.

The beam is initially loaded with a negative vertical displacement
which is applied at midspan, on the upper face of the beam. The value
of the prescribed vertical displacement is adjusted so that the first
interface element from the lower face of the beam reaches the onset of
cracking. Then, this initial vertical displacement value is kept constant
until the end of the test.

The deformed mesh and the normal stresses along the interface
elements for this initial condition are indicated with time 𝑡 = 0 in
Fig. 12. The high value of normal compression stress at the top of
the stress profile are attributed to the effect of stress concentration
around the nodes with the imposed vertical displacement. This is the
initial state for the chemical degradation process, which starts from
the bottom interface element and progresses upwards, leading at each
interface point involved, to the contraction of the cracking surface
and the consequent reduction of the tensile strength (𝜒). The tensile
strength reduction at the first (bottom) interface element leads to stress
redistribution involving the increase of tensile stresses values along all
other interface elements above it. Eventually, this stress redistribution
causes the cracking of the second interface element, triggering its
chemical degradation. As time goes by, this process causes the upward
propagation of the initial crack, as it is shown in Fig. 12.

It has to emphasised that the very substantial crack propagation
(from the onset of cracking at the bottom face to more than 90% of
the beam cross-section), as well as the corresponding stress redistri-
bution observed in Fig. 12, occur for a constant value of prescribed
displacement, and are caused exclusively by the chemical degradation
process and its interaction (coupling) with the mechanical behaviour
of the beam.

4.2. Cracking of chemically degraded mortar specimen

The second example consists of the chemo-mechanical test carried
out by Le Bellégo et al. (2000). The purpose of the experimental
program was to assess the flexural behaviour of mortar beams that have
been previously exposed to an ammonium nitrate solution. Exposed
to this corrosive solution, portlandite in the hydrated cement paste
is dissolved leading to a calcium leaching process. This process is
manifested as a sharp degradation front advancing from the exposed
sample surface towards its interior.

The tested specimens were 40 × 80 × 320 mm3 prismatic mortar
10

beams. The beams were immersed in the ammonium nitrate solution
during different periods of time of 28, 56 and 98 days. Only the
two lateral faces of the beams were exposed to leaching in order to
have two unidirectional leaching fronts through the thickness of the
beam. The other faces were covered with an impervious silicon resin
(Fig. 13a). The study of a cross section of a leached beam, showed
two degraded zones surrounding a sound zone in the centre (Fig. 13b).
The depth of the degradation fronts (𝑥𝑑 in Fig. 13b) was measured via
phenolphthalein staining and electronic microprobes, after the flexural
tests. Based on this measurement, the leaching rate 𝐿𝑟 = 2𝑥𝑑∕𝐵 is
efined as the fraction of the cross section of the beam that has been
eached. For 28, 56 and 98 days in the corrosive solution, the leaching
ates were 45%, 63.5%, and 84%, respectively.

After the chemical degradation stage, three-point bending tests with
otch opening control were performed. For this purpose, a 8 mm deep
nd 3 mm thick notch was sawed from the bottom face centre of each
pecimen. A second extensometer followed the vertical displacement
‘deflection’) of a point at mid-height of the central cross-section of the
eam. The results obtained by Le Bellégo et al. (2000) are reproduced
n Figs. 14 and 15 in terms of load versus Crack Mouth Opening
isplacement (CMOD) and load versus deflection, respectively.

The full geometry and boundary conditions of the test are depicted
n Fig. 16a, although due to symmetry the geometry and boundary
onditions considered for the analysis correspond to 1/4 of the beam
s depicted in Fig. 16b. The body of the specimen is discretised in 3D
ith 6560 hexahedric linear continuum elements. Along the symmetry
lane 𝑥𝑦, 160 quadrangular interface elements are inserted to represent
he crack propagation. The total number of nodes is 8127. As boundary
onditions, the vertical (𝑦-direction) displacement of the nodes along
he lateral beam support is restricted, as well as the 𝑥-displacements

of the nodes on the symmetry plane 𝑦𝑧 and the 𝑧-displacements of the
nodes on the symmetry plane 𝑥𝑦. The bending load is applied as an
imposed vertical displacement of the nodes along the central support
in the negative 𝑦-direction. This vertical displacement is applied in
variable increments governed by an automatic incrementation algo-
rithm. The simulations performed have required between 124 and 131
increments. Convergence in each increment is obtained typically after
3 to 7 iterations.

The continuum elements are assumed to be linear elastic and the
interface elements are equipped with the constitutive law developed in
this paper. Since the penetration depth of the degradation front at the
time of the test is known for each test, the model domain is divided
in sound and degraded zones accordingly. Because calcium leaching
modifies the cement paste micro-structure, increasing its porosity, the
elastic modulus of the degraded material is lower than the that of
the sound one (Gérard, 1996). Based on data provided by Le Bellégo
et al. (2000) and Le Bellégo et al. (2003), the elastic modulus of the
sound and degraded zones are 38.5 GPa and 10.0 GPa, respectively,
and the Poisson’s modulus is 0.24 in both cases. For the interface
elements in the sound zone, the following parameters have been fitted
by backward analysis of the bending tests on non-degraded specimens
(𝐿𝑟 = 0%): 𝜒𝑜 = 4.5 MPa, 𝐺𝐼

𝐹𝑜 = 3.5 × 10−5 MN/m, and 𝛼𝜔𝜒 = −1.
The parameters 𝑐𝑜 = 7 MPa and tan𝜙𝑜 = 0.88 have been arbitrarily
chosen with the only precaution of satisfying Eq. (2) and obtaining
a small curvature of the tip of the hyperbola in order to facilitate
the convergence under tensile loading. Note that because the interface
elements are placed on the symmetry plane 𝑥𝑦, only normal stress
can be developed. The normal and shear stiffness (penalty) coefficients
are 𝐾𝑜

𝑁 = 𝐾𝑜
𝐿 = 1 × 108 MPa/m. The chemical degradation variable

and the parameters related to the chemical degradation were obtained
by simultaneous fitting of the bending test results corresponding to
the three degradation rates, namely: 𝜂 = 0.5, 𝐺𝐼

𝐹 𝑟 = 0.1 × 𝐺𝐼
𝐹𝑜, and

= 𝛼𝜂𝜒 = 𝛼𝜂𝐺 = −1. The remaining parameters of the interface constitutive
law are irrelevant for this example.

The adoption of an homogeneous value of the degradation variable
for all the degraded zone irrespectively of the exposure time is of course

a simplification forced by the absence of experimental data on the
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Fig. 12. Application example: subcritical cracking due to chemical degradation. Left: deformed FE mesh (×200) at different times. Right: time evolution of the normal stress profile
of the central section of beam as the fracture progresses due to chemical degradation.
Fig. 13. Application example: Cracking of a chemically degraded mortar specimen.
Specimens tested by Le Bellégo et al. (2000). (a) Specimen geometry and lateral coating.
(b) Cross section of a leached beam.

actual degradation profiles. A basis for this simplification may have
some grounding in the work by Carde et al. (1996) who observed that,
in cement paste samples exposed to similar conditions, the average
calcium concentration in the degraded zone remains constant regard-
less the depth of the degradation front. This was observed as long as
some unaltered material remained in the sample core. Therefore, if one
assumes a linear relationship between calcium concentration and me-
chanical degradation, the average mechanical strength of the degraded
zone should also constant regardless the depth of the degradation front.

In Figs. 14 and 15, the load–displacement curves obtained with
the numerical simulations are plotted together with the experimental
results. It can be observed in both figures that the model fits well
the experimental curves in terms of the initial (uncracked) stiffness,
the peak load and softening evolution, for the four degradation rates
considered (𝐿𝑟 = 0, 45, 63.5 and 84%). Fig. 17 shows contour plots of
the tensile stress and the internal history variable over the fracture
plane obtained from the cases with 𝐿𝑟 = 0 and 𝐿𝑟 = 63.5% and
for three different levels of CMOD. The black zones in the contour
plots correspond to the compressed zones of the cross section (𝜎

𝑁
< 0

and 𝜔 = 0), which are out of the colour scale. In the non-degraded
specimen, the values of 𝜎 and 𝜔 remain uniform in the horizontal
11

𝑁

Fig. 14. Application example: Cracking of a chemically degraded mortar specimen.
Load–CMOD curves from experimental and numerical three-point bending tests of sound
(𝐿𝑟 = 0%) and degraded specimens (𝐿𝑟 = 63.5%). Experimental curves digitised from Le
Bellégo et al. (2000). Each dashed line corresponds to a single experiment.

direction. In contrast, the degraded specimen shows a clearly different
response for the non-degraded zones and the degraded zones, with
lower 𝜎

𝑁
and 𝜔 values in the latter. Note that in both specimens the

non-degraded material shows similar values of 𝜎
𝑁

and 𝜔 for a given
value of CMOD.

5. Concluding remarks

A new constitutive law for zero-thickness interface elements has
been presented which is capable of reproducing fracturing processes
in cement-based materials exposed to chemical degradation.

The main characteristics of the new law are:

• A previous constitutive law formulated in the elasto-plasticity
framework and which uses concepts and parameters from the the-
ory of nonlinear fracture mechanics has been taken as a starting
point. As a fracture criterion, a hyperbolic surface is used, ex-
pressed in terms of three parameters: the tensile strength (vertex
of the hyperbola), the apparent cohesion and the angle of internal
friction (parameters of the asymptote).
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Fig. 15. Application example: Cracking of a chemically degraded mortar specimen.
Load–deflection curves from experimental and numerical three-point bending tests of
specimens with different leaching rates (𝐿𝑟). Experimental curves digitised from Le
Bellégo et al. (2000). Each dashed line represents the average of a minimum of 3
experiments.

Fig. 16. Application example: Cracking of a chemically degraded mortar specimen.
Geometry and boundary conditions of: (a) Real specimen, and (b) Model. Note: 𝐵 =
40 mm, 𝐷 = 80 mm, 𝐿 = 320 mm, Span = 240 mm.

• The evolution of the cracking surface parameters are governed by
two history variables, one internal, which represents the degra-
dation associated with fracture processes and the other external,
which represents the degree of chemical degradation.

• As in the original model, two energy parameters are used to
control the evolution of the cracking surface due to fracture
processes: (i) the classical fracture energy in Mode I and (ii) the
fracture energy in Mode IIa, corresponding to fracturing due to
shear under high compression and without dilation. However, in
the new law these parameters are not constant any more, but
they progressively decrease with the advance of the chemical
degradation of the material.

The performance of the proposed law has been firstly verified at
the constitutive level, for pure tensile and mixed shear–compression
loading, combined with different sequences of chemical degradation.
12
Subsequently, an academic example has been presented that simulates
the propagation of a small, initially stable, bending crack in a beam due
to chemical degradation at the tip of the crack. The model has been able
to reproduce the subcritical propagation of the crack as the tip is chem-
ically degraded, mechanical strength is lost and the stresses in the beam
are redistributed. This simple example illustrates that the interaction
(coupling) between chemical degradation and mechanical behaviour
including cracking and fracture, may lead to dramatic magnification
of effects such as the cracking of the whole cross section caused by
a chemical degradation process that, if considered only in the bulk
material (continuum) would barely have any noticeable effect on the
structural behaviour. Finally, the ability of the new constitutive law to
reproduce experimental results has been tested by simulating the three-
point bending tests carried out by Le Bellégo et al. (2000) on mortar
beams previously exposed to an aggressive solution for different time
periods. The results, compared in terms of load–displacement diagrams
for different degradation levels, show that the model adequately fits the
experimental curves, capturing the decrease of the initial stiffness, peak
load and fracturing work as the time of previous exposure to chemical
degradation increases.

It should be noticed that experimental evidence on mechanical
properties of chemically degraded mortar or concrete is scarce, and,
in most cases, reduced to basic uniaxial compression tests or indirect
tensile (Brazilian) tests. In this context, the authors were compelled to
make some assumptions regarding the behaviour of the degraded mate-
rial that may lack of direct experimental contrasting for the time being.
These assumptions may need to be revised when relevant experimental
data becomes available.

The present paper is focused on the interface model formulation
itself, assuming that the evolution of the chemical degradation pa-
rameter is a known input. Making simplifying assumptions or taking
advantage of experimental measurements, it has been possible to as-
sume the values of the chemical degradation parameter and develop
the examples presented in the paper. But, it is obvious that in the
general case a separate calculation of the chemical diffusion–reaction
problem, possibly coupled to the mechanical calculation, should be
also needed. Current efforts of the authors are precisely oriented to
coupling this constitutive law with a previously developed diffusion–
reaction model (Liaudat et al., 2018). This may be done in two different
ways: (i) by first obtaining the chemical degradation variable at the
integration points of the continuum elements, and then interpolating it
to the integration points of the interface elements, or (ii) by assigning a
fictitious initial width of material to the interface elements and directly
computing the chemical reactions at the interface integration points.
The latter approach would require to use chemo-mechanical interface
elements as proposed by the authors in the context of alkali-silica
reaction in concrete (Liaudat et al., 2020).
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Fig. 17. Application example: Cracking of a chemically degraded mortar specimen. Contour plot of the tensile stress (𝜎
𝑁

) and the internal history variable (𝜔) over the interface
(fracture) plane, for two leaching rates (𝐿𝑟) and three crack mouth opening displacements (CMOD). Black zones correspond to compressed zones (𝜎

𝑁
< 0 and 𝜔 = 0). (For

interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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